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Details of Visit:

Author: horn
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 8 Jul 2013 17 00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07448799601

The Premises:

Juliebabe arranged to meet me at a new location for her she has just moved here and is in the
process of furbishing the whole flat so things were in the process of being prepared for the
decoration however the bedroom was clean and tidy with fresh bed linen the toilet was also clean
but is on her priory list to be decorated
parking is right outside in a very safe area i felt very safe and relaxed

The Lady:

Juliebabe is a absolute stunner her dark hair and makeup was stunning her greeting was kind and
she made feel very safe and relaxed almost immediately she is around size 12 to 14 but not a big
lady everything was just right her hair is dark nearly black and is down to her mid back in length
she greeted me in a black dress which when removed revealed the most beautiful set of silk
underwear she was spotlessly clean in all areas

The Story:

As usual i'm a little shy in this area but here goes juliebabe is a stunning lady who dresses to
perfection along with her stunning makeup
under her dress she wore the most perfect silk underwear and stockings
she started with a wonderful massage leading on to a slow but strong covered oral followed by
fantastic sex in many positions she also offers extras but i was most satisfied with the normal
services for those that like anal i'm sure its on offer but did not inquire if this cost extra
as usual the time passed so fast but i was at no time rushed in fact i overstayed the hour conclusion
guys o and girls this is one gorgeous lady not to be missed but bugger i'm only in stevenage every
other month also she sometimes visits her friend in Lincoln so if you that area might be worth a ring 
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